
HOW TO WRITE A REFERENCES PAPER

How to write correct references according to the style used at the . use (within a Powerpoint presentation, on a web
page, in a paper, etc.).

Spanish Society for Microbiology, Barcelona, pp. Cite your sources London: The Falmer Press, pp. Samples
of Complete References All of the examples given above may be summarized by citing a few references in the
form we would like you to use. Walters, R. The basic form of your reference will be similar to printed
references, but you will need to add some important additional information: the type of medium used, and the
material's availability. H, Marsh, P. All references in that section should be complete enough for readers to
obtain a copy for themselves. How to reference using the 'author, date' system In the 'author, date' system often
referred to as the 'Harvard' system very brief details of the source from which a discussion point or piece of
factual information is drawn are included in the text. Knapper, C. Year, e. There are also software programs,
for example, Endnote and Refworks that are designed to manage references. No matter what type of paper that
you are writingâ€”a thesis paper, dissertation, or term paperâ€”you will find yourself extracting research and
information from print and online sources to support your own viewpoints and arguments in your paper.
Journal of Advertising Research, 32,  The reference above includes: the surnames and forenames or initials of
both the authors; the date of publication; the place of publication; the name of the publisher. Please try again.
For more than five authors, use the first author's last name and "et al. Volume, number, and page numbers
Give the volume number in italics, followed by the issue number in parentheses if there is an issue number ,
and the page number s. The simple truth about statistics. Copies of the system are also made available on
Blackboard. If the idea or information that you wish to cite has been told to you personally, perhaps in a
discussion with a lecturer or a tutor, it is normal to reference the point as shown in the example below. If a
digital object identifier DOI is available, include it at the end of the reference. Overall, we are interested in
answering two questions: Research Question 1: Can attitudinal changes regarding substantial website
redesigns be captured using biometric measures? The individual psychology of Alfred Adler: A systematic
presentation of selections from his writings. London: Longman. Publisher, place of publication, chapter pages.
Using eye tracking metrics, galvanic skin response, and facial expression measures in tandem with a scale
aimed at measuring visual design quality has a couple of identifiable benefits. Influences of retail brand trust,
off-line patronage, clothing involvement and website quality on online apparel shopping intention: Online
apparel shopping intention. Maps from Google Earth: Google Earth version if applicable. This can be
dangerous if a researcher chooses to solely rely on self-report methods to test a hypothesis. DOI  If you want
reference a paper found in another article, do so as follows: Driblick , in Oobleck  If there is a subtitle, it too
should begin with a capital letter. That system will not be presented here, but you should expect to encounter it
in your reading of the literature. By rail and stage to Galena. Accessed March 16  How to read a scientific
paper. Lee, Oscar. Title of articlle. Title of work. When you use an image or a picture you did not create
yourself, you must provide a citation and most often you have to get permission from the copyright holder to
use the image. Citing References in the Body Intro and Discussion of the Paper Throughout the body of your
paper primarily the Intro and Discussion , whenever you refer to outside sources of information, you must cite
the sources from which you drew information. Finally, you should note the placement of the period AFTER
the parenthetical citation - the citation, too, is part of a sentence,e.


